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I am Mariano
I work at Unit9 R&D department, 
as a tech lead.
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THE PROBLEM
Cost and time of designing 
complex interiors.



THE SOLUTION
Immersive technology gives you 
space before it exists.



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1QmpD2V3pvLWZ92v5xhXURvvoGFGiahjv/view


In the research field you 
have to be at the cutting 
edge, you are trying to 
overcome a boundary.

In Hyper the boundary 
became our research.

The line between virtual and 
real became a space
tangible and augmented.



How can we perceive presence in an 
environment where the body disappears?

Alter Reality

Hyper

Over Reality



Tangibilty works like a physical 
mirror to perceive our presence



DO YOU REALLY NEED A HAND?



THE GRAMMAR
makes the UX feel natural.



NEXT STEPS



THE LEFT AND THE OTHER LEFT

“Tap the icon on your left” should be 
pretty straight forward.

Sometimes finding out that your 
assumptions are not axioms can be 
a punch in the face.

Literally.



VIVE TRACKERS CARIBBEAN LIFESTYLE

They are not so keen to pair with one 
only SteamVR instance.

And even when they do, they keep on 
wandering.



A ROADMAP
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UTOPIA AS A GUIDELINE, 
HUMANITY AS A CONSTRAINT
We imagine a scenario with no physical constraints.

We aim for shared immersive experiences free from 
screens, where all space can become playable.

We are still and first of all, fan of the real reality.



Utopia is on the horizon. I move two 
steps closer; it moves two steps further 
away. As much as I may walk, I'll never 
reach it. 

So what's the point of utopia? 
The point is this: to keep walking.



THANK YOU!
Any questions?
mariano.cigliano@unit9.com
www.unit9.com
www.hypercrc.com


